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and his correspondence.’ Although
current legislation does not contain
a specific right to be forgotten, data
controllers must ensure that their
use of personal data complies with
current obligations in the Personal
Data Directive 95/46/EC (‘the
Directive’) as implemented in local
legislation, in the case of the UK,
the Data Protection Act 1998
(‘DPA’).

The Directive requires Member
States ‘to protect fundamental
rights and freedoms, notably the
right to privacy, which is
recognised both in Article 8 of the
European Convention for the
protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms’ whilst
noting that ‘the processing of
personal data for purposes of
journalism [...], should qualify for
exemption from the requirements
of certain provisions of the
Directive in so far as this is
necessary to reconcile the
fundamental rights of individuals
with freedom of information and
notably the right to receive and
impart information, as guaranteed
in particular by Article 10 of the
European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms [...]’ It
therefore proposed a balancing
exercise between those two aims.

The DPA implemented these
requirements by adopting section
32, an exemption for journalism.
This states that: ‘(1) Personal data
which are processed only for the
special purposes [defined as
including “the purposes of
journalism”] are exempt from any
provision to which this subsection
relates [including all the data
protection principles, save as to
data security, and the right to
object to processing likely to cause
damage or distress] if - (a) the
processing is undertaken with a
view to publication by any person
of any journalistic.... material, (b)
the data controller reasonably

believes that, having regard in
particular to the special
importance of the public interest
in freedom of expression,
publication would be in the public
interest, and (c) the data controller
reasonably believes that, in all the
circumstances, compliance with
that provision is incompatible with
the special purposes.’

Naturally, Newsquest as a
newspaper and publisher took a
very different view. The details
made available indicate that
Newsquest argued that the offender
rehabilitation legislation was
irrelevant: the report at the time
was accurate. It argued that no
changes were needed to its policy
of only amending, deleting or
annotating archived articles in the
event of inaccuracy. The claim of
inconsistent treatment was
irrelevant: the difference in
approach was explained by the
progress of their archive
digitisation programme.

Newsquest believed that its
approach to retention was fully
compliant with the DPA and it was
also concerned to ensure that the
importance of newspapers being
able to preserve their archives as
correct historical records should be
recognised and protected. They
argued that the integrity of such
records should be preserved as
much as possible and that such
archived articles should be retained
indefinitely, pursuant to section 32
i.e. for the special purpose of the
publication of journalistic material.
Newsquest claimed that if archived
articles reporting criminal
convictions had to be dealt with as
requested, such newspaper archives
would become worthless and
impractical to operate.

The ICO agreed with Newsquest
that retaining the archived article
reporting a criminal conviction did
not breach the DPA since the
processing involved fell within the
journalistic exemption under
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Alleged breaches of data protection
legislation made to the UK’s
Information Commissioner’s
Office (‘ICO’) are likely to be
investigated by it and often lead to
a decision notice being issued to
the relevant data controller. These
decisions are not published,
keeping the personal data details
private. However, a consequence is
that it can be difficult to obtain
useful detailed guidance about the
ICO’s interpretation and
application of legislation.

Some details of the decision in
this case have become public
despite the lack of public decision
notice and have been published by
the press. It has been reported that
the ICO has confirmed that details
of the case published by the Press
Gazette are correct, and those
details are used here.

An individual complained to the
ICO that Newsquest, a newspaper,
breached data protection
legislation by refusing to remove a
report about the individual’s
January 2000 fraud conviction, the
article of which remained available
in Newsquest’s online archive. The
objections from the individual
were on the basis that he believed
that the report should no longer be
available because of its age and the
fact that the conviction was ‘spent’
and no longer relevant under UK
legislation to rehabilitate offenders
(the Rehabilitation of Offenders
Act 1974). He was also concerned
about inconsistent treatment, since
there was no archived article
mentioning a similar conviction of
a former colleague.

Although not clear from reports,
it is assumed that the alleged data
protection breaches may have been
in respect of the principles of
accuracy, keeping personal data up
to date, adequacy and, particularly,
retention alongside the Article 8
ECHR right to privacy: ‘Everyone
has the right to respect for his
private and family life, his home
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section 32. Of interest is the fact
that the ICO confirmed that in
order for section 32 to apply in
such a case, four conditions had to
be met: (1) the data had to be
processed only for the special
purposes; (2) the processing had to
be undertaken with a view to
publication of journalistic material;
(3) the newspaper had to
reasonably believe that the
publication was in the public
interest; and (4) the newspaper had
to reasonably believe that
complying with each provision of
the DPA was incompatible with
that purpose of journalism.

The decision also confirmed the
important point that the ICO ‘took
a fairly broad view of what counts
as “processing only for the
purposes of journalism” so as to
ensure proper protection for the
right to freedom of expression
under Article 10 of the European
Convention on Human Rights.’

Bearing in mind concerns raised
by the recent CJEU Google decision
which gave more weight to the
individual right to privacy than to
the public interest in the rights of
freedom of information and
expression, the ICO approach may
be seen by some as taking a more
balanced approach to these
competing objectives.

However, the ICO also confirmed
that ‘if something is done with the
aim of disclosing information,
opinion, or ideas to the public by
any means, it will be for the
purposes of journalism.’ Although
of comfort to journalists, this very
broad definition may be viewed by
others as going too far in favour of
free speech, especially by those
concerned about press regulation,
particularly in the UK following
the Leveson Report and
subsequent developments.

Although the decision at first
glance appears directly opposed to
the CJEU’s judgment in respect of
Google’s obligation to remove links

on request to archived old but
accurate news reports, the two
cases are compatible. The take
down approach of the CJEU was
limited to Google’s obligations as
the provider of an internet search
engine generating links to third
party archived material and did
not compel the relevant newspaper
which had produced the relevant
report and which still retained it in
its archives, to delete the material.

Although the cases clearly show
that this balancing exercise may be
challenging, this decision makes
clear that the right to freedom of
expression has not disappeared
when balanced against individual
data protection rights and the right
to privacy. However, these
decisions leave open how such
individual rights would be viewed
outside the world of journalism,
where the special journalistic
purposes would not apply.

An answer may be provided by
another unreported UK case heard
in the High Court earlier in June
2014, MXA v. Hounslow LBC, West
Berkshire Council, Taunton Dean
BC and Wokingham BC. The initial
Council received information
about ‘M’ in relation to alleged
sexual abuse of his stepdaughter,
‘E’, although M denied the
allegations. The Council in
addition to the recent complaint
had received details of police
records of convictions and other
allegations in respect of M. When
E moved to Wokingham’s district,
the details were passed to
Wokingham Council; then when E
moved to West Berkshire’s district,
Wokingham Council passed the
details to West Berkshire Council.
There were further allegations
made to West Berkshire Council
who investigated and care
proceedings resulted.

M filed claims alleging the
Councils held inaccurate and
damaging details about him but
the Councils applied to strike out

the claims, which applications the
judge granted. The Councils had
statutory duties including child
protection functions and each
Council had an obligation, as they
became responsible for E, to keep
records for as long as necessary to
meet their obligations to protect E.

M was not able to claim that the
details were so historic and
unsupported that they should be
deleted. The fact that the details
were allegations rather than proven
more probably than not to be true
was irrelevant and since reasonable
steps had been taken to investigate
the accuracy of the allegations, and
because M’s claims of where the
details were inaccurate had been
noted, there was no breach of the
principle requiring personal data
to be accurate. Further, there was
no basis on which M could
successfully object to the Councils’
processing of the details, since this
was compliant with their statutory
obligations. This was not changed
by M’s claims that his Article 8
ECHR rights were infringed, since
although there was interference
with his individual rights, it was
held that on balance this was
proportionate bearing in mind the
need to protect E’s welfare.

The decision is an indication that
the authorities will apply common
sense in considering applications to
have disputed historic records
deleted and that individual rights
will not always prevail, even where
the journalism special purpose is
not present.

Bearing in mind the number of
requests for personal data to be
deleted following the CJEU Google
decision, it appears likely that these
objections will generate many
other cases to illustrate the
application of the principles and
balancing test in this area.
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